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Growth of GDP for 2000 – 2007 years

Investment in the fixed capital for 2000-2007 years

Change of indices of actual volumes in separate sectors of economics for 2000-2007 years
Planned construction of railways and electrification
Automation of motor transport control functions within the framework of Information Analytical System of Transport Database

Results:
1. Reduction of checking procedures of vehicles
2. “Human factor” minimization
3. Automation of state control functions
4. Cooperation and partnership with small and medium-scale business by rendering of information service

Interested organizations:
1. Ministries and departments
2. Transport-shipping agency, carriers
3. Shippers/consignees
4. Other physical and legal bodies
Use of the Automated Monitoring System of Goods Delivery (AMSGD) and utilization of electronic seals

Result:
• running route control;
• avoidance of events of vehicles’ false-delivery.
Thank you for your attention!